


Redux™ is the result of many years of research and development 
to create a deck board that truely replicates timber boards.

Redux™ has been cast from aged American Red Oak timbers to give 
that authentic oak appearance beautifully replicating 14 uniquely 
grained boards to give the deck the integrity of oak timbers. 

Manufactured utilising solar energy and recycled plastics, Redux™ 
minimises the consumption of virgin materials in a board that’s 
user friendly to install.

Scan to 
for more 
information 
on Redux™

2 Redux™ decking board in Smoke



AMERICAN RED OAK GRAINS 
Cast from 100 year old oak 

timbers for a bona fide aesthetic

14 UNIQUE BOARDS 
Over 50 metres of unique wood grain 
provides an ultra realistic appearance

END GRAINS & SIDE GRAINS
Cast on 5 sides displaying authentic 

grains on the top, side & end surfaces 

MANUFACTURED WITH SOLAR
Solar power and recycled materials 
reduces the use of virgin materials

HAND FINISHED
The colouration of each Redux™ 

board is finished by hand

SELF-HEALING SCREW TECHNOLOGY
Redux™ will self-heal around screws

so fixings are no longer visible

MOISTURE RESISTANT
Contains no timber meaning Redux™

 is highly resistant to moisture

SOFT TOUCH FINISH 
The surface of Redux™ is soft to the 

touch giving it a luxurious feel
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Redux™ deck boards are textured on five 
sides allowing decks to be constructed with 
truly authentic side and end grains on display, 
giving the deck a meticulous and unmatched 
likeness to timber not previously seen in the 
composite decking space. 

Featuring a soft-touch surface that promotes 
a number of benefits including increased slip 
resistance and self healing technology which 
hides the screws under the surface of the 
deck giving a clean aesthetic with no visible 
fixings!
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14 UNIQUE BOARDS 
Over 50 metres of unique wood grain to give 

the deck an exceptionally realistic 
appearance

Redux™ decking board in Cashmere
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END GRAINS & SIDE GRAINS
Cast on five sides displaying authentic timber 

grains on the top, side and end surfaces 

Redux™ decking board in Havana

Redux™ decking board in Dusk
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AUTHENTIC SHADES
Available in a palette of five 

carefully curated colours



HAND FINISHED
The colouration of each Redux™ 

board is finished by hand
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www.composite-prime.com


